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ABSTRACT
Background: Research on functional water has revealed its physiological functions and
health-beneficial effects. Accordingly, this study explored the effects of drinking an average
dietary volume of functional coherent mineral water (FCMW) on blood pressure, short-term
cardiovascular variables, fractal heart rhythm dynamics, and salivary immunoglobulin A.
Methods: Fifteen healthy subjects were randomized in a pre-post crossover design, selected
the morning after an overnight fast. Short-term electrocardiography (ECG) was measured
before and after drinking either control mineral water (CMW) or FCMW on two separate
occasions. Saliva was collected for four minutes before the start of each ECG measurement.
Blood pressure was monitored in five-minute intervals for one hour.
Results: Drinking 100 ml of FCMW temporarily increased arterial blood pressure at 20 to 25
minutes in the 60 minutes post-drinking. Drinking CMW led to a significant reduction in the
heart rate, while all-time domain and Power Spectral Density parameters (PSD) were
unaffected. Consumption of FCMW resulted in a highly significant difference and decrease
in heart rate, and an increase in NN interbeat intervals, and in two of the PSD parameters. A
large increase in total power had a significant increasing effect on 2–3-minute oscillations of
the very low frequency (VLF) power, indicating a specific change in the heartʼs intrinsic
cardiac rhythm that is fundamental to health and well-being. An extension in mono and
multifractal scaling of heart rate dynamics defines a healthy function and non-local
adaptability, indicating a higher capacity to respond to unpredictable stimuli and stresses, a
function which improves autonomic stability. The effect on the heart rate and VLF power
suggest an efficient cellular metabolism and a stabilizing effect on mucosal immunoglobulin
A.
Conclusions: Functional coherent mineral water with an apparent non-local electromagnetic
identity triggered in healthy subjects a sustainable sympathetic response in cardiac VLF
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power, which is considered an intrinsic health-promoting rhythm produced by the heart itself
that accompanies adaptive mono and multifractal heart rhythm dynamics.
Keywords: functional water, VLF-power, heart rate variability, fractal scaling, health
improvement
BACKGROUND
Based on the concept of homeostasis and physiological control, healthy systems are selfregulated to reduce variability, being accompanied by a constant “steady state” condition [1].
However, in contrast to the predictions of homeostasis for the outcome of a wide range of
physiological systems such as the normal heart beat, heart rate, and blood pressure, etc., it has
become abundantly clear that biological processes fluctuate in complex and nonlinear ways
even under resting conditions [2]. These observations that physiological non-linear regulatory
systems are operating far from equilibrium, in addition to the fact that maintaining constancy
is not the purpose of physiological control, suggest the presence of fractal non-linear
mechanisms and long-range, power-law correlations involved in physiological control and
complex signalling networks to maintain physiological symmetry [2]. Water constitutes
approximately 70% of total body mass and 99% of all molecules in humans [3], which aligns
a non-linear quantum coherent regime of physiological water as an important factor in the
emergence of self-organization and self-consistency of the living organism providing a
mechanism for their non-locality [4, 5]. Thus, functional water is defined as a form of water
which promotes health, from which both treatment and physiological function have been
scientifically demonstrated and shown reproducible, and where useful health-beneficial
effects have been identified among natural and artificially treated waters [6].
Heart rate variability and multi-functional scaling of heart rhythm
The investigation of the heart’s complex rhythms is defined as heart rate variability (HRV)
measured by time domain and frequency domain (power spectral density) analysis. It is
evaluated by means of short-term or 24-hour electrocardiograms (ECGs), non-invasive
measures which indicate autonomic control associated with sympathetic and parasympathetic
balance and cardiac activity [7]. The irregularity of the heartbeat of healthy systems as
examined on a beat-to-beat basis under critical parameter conditions reveals a type of
complex variability associated with long-range fractal correlations, along with distinct classes
of non-linear interactions [2]. Multi-scaling, non-linear complexity appears to degrade in
characteristic ways with aging and disease, reducing the adaptive capacity of the individual to
self-regulate [2]. The presence of long-range correlations aligned with optimal HRV in
cardiovascular fluctuations in health is associated with profound balance and adaptability or
resilience [8–13] in both the sympathetic and parasympathetic control mechanisms that
regulate beat-to-beat variability.
Consequently, physiological functional plasticity requires a broad range of alternatively
integrated outputs, which defines the adaptability of a healthy function and the capacity to
respond to unpredictable stimuli and responses. Comparable with HRV, fractal physiology
expressed by long-range correlations in the heart beat as well as in gait dynamics, may be
adaptive from two perspectives, i) long-range correlations serve as a self-organizing
mechanism for highly complex fluctuations across a wide range of time scales, and ii) the
absence of a characteristic scale inhibits the emergence of highly periodic, static and
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disruptive behaviours, which would greatly narrow functional responsiveness [2]. Therefore,
self-regulative dynamics in health have implications connected with long-range oscillations
and lowering of intrinsic entropy, giving rise to structural self-ordering and a state of
physiological symmetry that implies that HRV follows allometric scaling laws [14, 15],
which are considered as inherent characteristics of coherent dissipative structures [16, 17].
Among the four primary HRV frequency bands defined by the European Society of
Cardiology and North American Society of Pacing and Electrophysiology – the highfrequency (HF), low-frequency (LF), very-low-frequency (VLF), and ultra-low-frequency
(ULF) [18] – the VLF band with its power range between 0.003 and 0.04 Hz, which relates to
rhythms with periods that occur between 25 to 300 seconds, has historically been largely
ignored even though it is most predictive of adverse outcomes [19–24]. Additionally, longterm regulatory mechanisms and autonomic nervous system (ANS) activity related to
thermoregulation, the renin-angiotensin system, and other hormonal factors [25, 26], in recent
work has shed new light on the primary mechanisms underlying the VLF rhythm [27–29].
The new findings imply that the VLF rhythm is generated by the stimulation of afferent
sensory neurons in the heart, which in turn activates levels of the feedback and feed-forward
loops in the heart’s intrinsic cardiac nervous system, neurons in the extrinsic cardiac ganglia,
and spinal column [30–31]. As a result, the VLF rhythm appears to be produced by the heart
itself and may be an intrinsic rhythm that is fundamental to health and wellbeing (32).
Subsequently, experimental evidence suggests that the VLF rhythm is generated by the heart
intrinsically and that the amplitude and frequency of these oscillations are modulated by
efferent sympathetic activity. Normal VLF power appears to indicate healthy function,
whereas increases in resting VLF power and/or shifting of their frequency can reflect efferent
sympathetic activity. The modulation of the VLF frequency due to physical activity, stress
responses, and other factors that increase efferent sympathetic activation can cause it to cross
over into the lower region of the LF band [8, 33].
Coherent domains and non-local fields in water
The dominant contribution of water molecules in molar terms and total mass in living
systems makes water the apparent element which can give rise to a non-linear self-regulative
quantum “super-coherent” state and to a nest of coherent domains (CDs) of water by inducing
coherence among CDs forming a systemic axial coherence, such as the physiological water
state of the human body [3, 5]. There it exists at ambient temperature density fluctuations
between a coherent low entropy and an incoherent distorted high entropy ordering water. The
former is organized in spherical coherent domains [34, 35] of clustering water molecules
tuning together in unison their quantum oscillations in phase with a self-trapped
electromagnetic field (EMF) within the CDs [36]. The CDs can be activated to collect in their
environment low grade energy, having a high entropy, and transform it, by exciting coherent
vortices of almost free electrons, into high grade energy, with low entropy, that can release
this energy outwards into useful work without thermal losses [4]. The unique value of such a
super-coherent biological water spanning all the CDs throughout water is considered one of
the most important characteristics of a healthy physiological state [37].
The function of water in the body is mainly classified according to i) the water molecule
itself—where flowing water affects cellular function, and development and functions of
organs [38, 39], and hydration and Brownian movement of water are fundamentally
important for protein function; ii) atoms and molecules derived from water molecules; such
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as protons, hydrogen atoms (active hydrogen), hydrogen anions, hydrogen molecules, oxygen
molecules, and reactive oxygen species (ROS) [40]; iii) molecules dissolved in water; such as
mineral ions, mineral nanoparticles, organic and inorganic compounds, and gases [40]; iv) the
driving and regulatory role of water in governing the biochemical activity and bioenergetics,
where CDs become electron donors providing electron transfer processes of aqueous systems
[41]; and v) water as a liquid non-linear quantum medium; where liquid water molecules of
CDs are assembled interconnected by time-dependent long-range radiative EMF, while short
range static bonds, such as hydrogen bonds and electric dipole-dipole interactions, are the
consequence of molecular condensation induced by these non-local fields [42, 43].
Functional water includes water used in biological contexts, in accordance with the
definition of functional foods [6, 44]. The functional quality of water restores self-regulative
physiological conditions to maintain homeostasis [45, 46]. Research on functional drinking
water, especially reduced functional water, such as electrochemically reduced water [40] or
natural reduced water [47] and functional coherent water [46] demonstrate profound
physiological function associated with health. Reduced waters are defined to have preventive
and positive effects on oxidative stress-related diseases, such as diabetes, cancer,
arteriosclerosis, neurodegenerative diseases, and side effects of haemodialysis [6]. Functional
water is activated water with or without a defined coherent state exhibiting specific functions.
There are many activation methods without a defined ordered state of water, such as
electrolysis, treatment with a magnetic field, light irradiation, ultrasonication, bubbling with
gases, strong water flow and collision, treatment with specific types of minerals or rocks [6],
and high pressure treatment [48]. The physical and chemical qualities of coherent water have
been identified in bulk water when transformed by means of water splitting into a lasting
excited high energy state of ordered water [49] and exposed to very mild ground state energy
conditions, such as the influence of vortex agitation, freezing-thawing, evaporationcondensation, audio-sonication, capillary filtration, oscillating electromagnetic fields [50],
water agitation with metal oxides [49], and influence of incident low entropy coherent
sunlight after passing a Fibonacci optical lattice (FOL) (present study) [51].
Among functional waters, natural reductive mineral water (NRW) and electrolyzed water
(EW) have been the most investigated. Potable NRW and EW are popular health-beneficial
waters [6], which exhibit an alkaline pH [8–10], are highly reductive, have a negative
oxidation-reduction potential, and perform reactive oxygen species (ROS) scavenging
activity [49]. Clinical data suggested that EW improved oxygen stress-related diseases [52]. It
was reported that in 45-% of 320 patients with type 2 diabetes who drank 2 L natural
Nordenau (Germany) mineral water per day, blood glucose and HBA1c levels were
significantly decreased after 6 days. These levels were further decreased after long–term
drinking [53]. In another open clinical study, 65 patients with diabetes and 50 patients with
hyperlipidemia drank 2 L natural Hita Tenryousi (Japan) mineral water daily for two months.
A significant decrease in blood sugar levels was observed in 89-% of the patients. Blood
triglyceride and total cholesterol levels with hyperlipidemia were significantly decreased in
92% of the patients [54]. Furthermore, in two double-blind random clinical trials, the first on
29 and the second on 100 type 2 diabetes patients who drank 1 L or 2 L Hita Tenryousi
mineral water per day for 6 or 10 months respectively, urinary 8-OH dG (a marker of DNA
oxidation) was significantly decreased in the first of the two studies [55]. Anti-metabolic
syndrome effects were noted in the second study, such as a significant decrease in starved
blood sugar levels, blood pressure, total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, GOT, γ-GTP and
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triglyceride levels, arteriosclerosis index, uric acid levels, and a significant increase in leptin
levels as well as improvement of constipation [56]. The clinical recommendation was that
drinking up to 2 L NRW water per day was beneficial for health.
Functional coherent water: a factor in physiological self-regulation
Concerning functional coherent water, ingestion of a small volume, only one glass (100 ml),
induced a bradycardial regulative response in healthy subjects, which was dependent on an
increase in cardiac vagal activity, a rapid parasympathetic restorative response from the heart,
and also significantly affected and caused a rise in salivary humoral immunity [46]. A
concomitant increase in the power density in low frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF)
power bands implied induction of a stabilizing resonance in autonomic regulation at
frequencies in the range of 0.1 Hz induced by mid-range LF signals. Water intake had no
effect on mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure. However, a distinct difference in blood
pressure curve shape between the two waters was noted, with functional water characterized
by a straight invariant horizontal line aligned along the entire time scale, and different from a
slightly lower control blood pressure level, which suggested that functional water has a
stabilizing effect on normal blood pressure. Additionally, a significantly lower variation in
the standard deviation of systolic blood pressure might indicate fewer diurnal changes in
blood pressure variability.
The autonomic adaptation to achieve homeostasis induced by functional liquid water was
partly supported by previous findings, in which similar conditions created by gaseous
coherent water in air transpired from indoor greenery led to an improvement in
parasympathetic activation in healthy subjects during exposure to and discrimination of the
stress load from an EMF from a visual display terminal [57]. The increase in parasympathetic
activity was accompanied by an intensified spectral power band at frequencies in the range of
0.1 Hz in the presence of control or active (irrigated by vortex water) plants that led to a state
of ANS stability. The EMF contributed to an increase in the amplitude of very low frequency
(VLF) signals, stimulating physiologic arousal. However, exposure to natural gaseous plant
cues generated a reduction in VLF power, which indicated the plant stimuli affect involuntary
responses to EMF-induced distortion in PSD regulative signal processing, and that only
active coherent plant cues induce qualities in air conditions equal to those of the control
experiment before the EMF was applied (the percentage of VLF to total power was equal
between the two experiments). Since both active and control plants have a more or less
similar effect on cardiac and autonomic functioning, besides the striking normalization in
VLF power by the active plant, an additional involuntary non-sensory self-adaptive state
accompanying sensory intake or attention can be induced by natural or specifically by
coherent VLF-quenching stimuli, which is consistent with the theory of restorative effects of
natural objects [58–60].
Functional coherent water may be a significant factor in self-regulation and selfconsistency of homeostasis [46], based on the theory of dissipative systems’ ability to selfregulate [16], and the assumption that VLF rhythms are involved in humoral and visceral
regulation, which has been shown to be affected by depressing and upsetting thoughts,
thereby serving as an indicator of a patient’s achievement of a calm and peaceful internal
state [61], optimizing coping ability due to inducing long–term hormonal response to external
stressors [62], and the new recent findings, which imply that the VLF rhythm is intrinsically
generated by the heart itself where normal VLF power indicates a healthy state [32]. The
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present study was designed to investigate whether a functional coherent water state in
conformity with gaseous coherent water cues [57] may be a significant factor in accessing
and maintaining the intrinsic VLF rhythm, specifically by examining the effects of
consumption of an average dietary volume (100 ml) of functional coherent mineral water on
short–term (15 min) cardiovascular time and frequency PSD parameters, salivary
immunoglobulin A (IgA), and on blood pressure in healthy subjects.
METHODS
Fifteen (15) healthy non-smoking subjects, eight females and seven males aged between 18
and 58 years (mean age 36.5 years), participated in the study. Subjects were normotensive,
were not on medication, and were screened by means of their history and physical
examination to exclude cardiovascular and neurological dysfunction (BMI was measured and
notified). They were recruited from the employees of Scientific Park corporations. The study
protocol followed the approved standard of the local ethics committee and the Helsinki
declarations of 1983 and 1995. Written informed consent was obtained.
Study design
The subjects were studied using a double blind randomized pre-post crossover design in the
morning after an overnight fast. Subjects were studied individually, one participant per day.
Individuals receiving CMW during the first part of the study were given FCMW during the
second part and vice versa. Controls were measured prior to drinking either test water. During
the study, the subjects were seated in ordinary working position on an office chair in front of
a table. The room was air-conditioned with a constant temperature around 25 °C.
Assessment
Electrocardiography (ECG) was performed after the participants had undergone an initial
conditioning period of sitting at the table for 15 minutes and measured from the wrists via
sensor electrodes connected to a Heart Rhythm Scanner (Biocom Technologies, US). Sensor
pads marked “left” and “right” were placed on the respective wrist with the electrode disks
facing downwards and firmly secured by means of elastic wristbands. Short-term
measurements (15-minute sessions) of time domain and power density parameters (PSD)
were performed and analyzed by a special computer software program, according to standard
guidelines approved by the European and North American Societies of Cardiology (18). Time
domain parameters were calculated from the heart rate and determined by R-R interbeat
intervals. The time domain analysis recordings were mean heart rate (mean HRT), mean of
the normal to normal heartbeats (mean NN), standard deviation of the normal to normal
heartbeats (5-minSDNN; the term SDNN will be used in the following text), the square root
of the mean squared differences of successive N-N intervals (RMSSD), and an estimate of
the parasympathetic activity of the heart. The PSD analysis recalculates the frequency content
of time domain data into three distinct frequency segments. Each frequency range represents
different segments of the autonomic nervous system and provides information about
frequency domain terms as follows: Total power, which is an estimate of the total power of
all NN intervals over the record length in the range of frequencies between 0–0.4 Hz; very
low frequency power, involving sympathetic components less than or equal to 0.04 Hz
(VLF); low frequency power, which measures both sympathetic and parasympathetic
components equal to 0.04–0.15 Hz (LF); and high frequency power, which equals 0.15–0.4
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Hz (HF) and relates to parasympathetic or vagal activity. Normalized low- and highfrequency units (LF norm and HF norm) express the ratio between the frequency of interest
and the difference between total power and VLF multiplied by 100. The ratio of LF to HF
power quantifies the absolute LF to absolute HF power (LF/HF).
After connection of the ECG equipment, the subjects were allowed to rest for 15 min.
Saliva was collected for 4 min prior to the start of a 15–min HRV and PSD recording.
Subjects were then asked to drink 100 ml of control mineral or functional water (temperature
20-°C) in a relaxed manner. The bottom of the bottles with control and functional water was
labelled with a numerical code, which was uncovered after completion of the experimental
part of the study in order to identify the type of water. Control mineral or functional coherent
water was randomly and double–blind assigned between subjects in the first part of the study.
A second portion of control mineral or functional coherent water was administered
approximately two weeks later. Those subjects given control water during the first part of the
study received functional water on the second occasion and vice versa. After conditioning for
15 min, another saliva sample was collected 4 min prior to the start of the final 15 min HRV
and PSD recording.
Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) [2, 63] determines the monofractal scaling
behavior of numeric, e.g. time series data, in the presence of possible trends without
knowledge of their origin. The DFA algorithm permits the detection of intrinsic selfsimilarity embedded in a non-stationary time series. The root mean square fluctuation of the
integrated and detrended time series F(n) behaves as a power law function of n:
(F(n)αnd)
The integrated time series is divided into boxes of equal length n. For each box of length
n, a least square line is fitted to the data. The calculation is repeated over all time scales (box
sizes). The DFA exponent (d) is defined as the slope of the regression line log n vs. F(n). A
DFA exponent ranging from 0.5 ≤ d ≤ 1 indicates long-range power law correlations,
growing stronger towards 1.
Multifractal characterization of nonstationary time series is based on a generalization of
the DFA method and is extended to temporal variation in scale invariant structures, which
indicate a multifractal structure of time series data that is defined by a multifractal spectrum
of power law exponents [63-65]. In order to quantify possible differences in singularity
spectra stemming from different structural signals, it is possible to fit by the least square
method the spectra to a quadratic function around the position of their graph maxima at α0,
according to a multifractal spectrum F(α):
F(α) = A(α-α0)2 + B(α-α0) + C
Parameter B indicates the asymmetry of the curve, which is zero for symmetric, positive for
left-skewed, and negative for right-skewed shapes. A right-skewed spectrum denotes the
relatively strong dominance of high fractal components, corresponding to rough fractal
structures and a left-skewed spectrum indicates low smooth-looking fractal structures. To
obtain an estimate of the width of the spectrum for the range of α where F(α) > 0, the fitted
curves are extrapolated to zero. The width of the spectrum is defined:
Δα = αmax – αmin with F(αmax) = F(αmin) = 0
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The higher the Δα, the wider the range of fractal exponents in the signal and the richer
the process in structure. Consequently, a wider opening of the graph indicates a non-uniform
clustering structure of sequences. The difference in fractal dimensions of the maximum
probability subset (α = αmax) and the minimum (α = αmin) is Δƒ(Δƒ = ƒ(αmin) - ƒ(αmax)). ƒ(αmin)
and ƒ(αmax) reflect the number of the subset of the maximum and minimum probability,
respectively. Thus, Δƒ < 0 represents that the chance of the interbeat intervals lying at the
lowest site is more than that at the highest site and vice versa.
The monofractal DFA exponent and multifractal (Δα, B, Δƒ) parameters can be used as
quantitative dynamical indexes of functional coherent water reflecting the extension in mono
and multifractal scaling of heart rate dynamics, a feature of a healthy function [2]. The
change in the DFA [63] and multifractal exponents [64‒66] were calculated on mean N-N
interbeat intervals from individual ECGs. Multifractal DFA was performed using a VBA
script for Microsoft [67]. The frequency spectrum of VLF time series data was evaluated by
Fourier analysis [68].
Secretory saliva was collected in accordance with regular methodology [69].
Approximately one millilitre of unstimulated whole saliva was collected over a four–minute
period and stored frozen at –20-°C until assayed. The salivary immunoglobulin A (IgA)
concentration was analyzed and quantified in duplicate using an accredited standard
immunoassay [70].
Arterial blood pressure was obtained as the mean of triplicate consecutive measurements
at five–minute intervals over a one-hour period using a blood pressure monitor (Omron RX,
Matsuaka Co. Ltd, Japan). The first measurement was taken immediately before ingestion
and the second 10 minutes after drinking, followed by repeated measurements every five
minutes.
The mineral water was obtained directly from the producer (Aqua Terrena spring water,
Sweden). Functional coherent qualities were obtained by incident daylight passing a
transparent topographical FOL following the proportions of the golden section and Fibonacci
series of numbers [51, 71, 72]. The two-dimensional geometrical grid imprinted on a
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate causes ordinary photons to self-organize spatially
with fractal symmetry, lower entropy, and higher intensity at ordinary temperatures and
pressures [3, 36, 37]. The structure design is based on the geometry of the concentric circle,
wherein there must be a specific relationship in accordance with the proportions of Phi [1, 68]
or Fibonacci’s sequence of numbers between the outer diameter of the circle and the next
circle, counting inwards towards the common centre of circles. The line widths constituting
the geometrical matrix equally follow the proportion of Phi. The FOL works as a fractal
spatial-wave “Fourier raster” and is capable of transforming the spatial dissonance of
electromagnetic field oscillations into harmonic wave components. Incident visible or
thermal light that transmits the raster activates the fractal field due to the interference of the
fluxes transmitted through and reflected by the diffraction lattice of the geometry. The light
fields transform into a nonlinear series of wave structures with fractal coherent ordering in
the visible and infrared wavelength range of light spectrum. Quantum fluctuations are
captured by incident photons, giving rise to an excited highly ordered quantum state, where
quantum coherent photons are self-trapped and accumulated with extended CDs that
prescribe a co-oscillation with water molecules in the liquid state. The coherent state of liquid
water is a reorganized field-like ordered unification of bulk water molecules with non-local
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identity. Among the features of coherent water is that extended water clusters aggregating in
an auto-stabilizing network can grow to macroscopic proportions [57, 50, 73] and affect the
condition of any external water in a liquid or gaseous state [74–76]. The functional coherent
water was obtained by exposing the mineral water stored in a PET bottle to the topological
FOL imprinted on the wall of the bottle at ordinary daylight and ambient conditions for 24 h
before ingestion.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
The study design aimed to compare the variance in mean values evaluated from individual
changes in HRV and PSD parameters, arterial blood pressure, and salivary IgA. Mono and
multifractal scaling were evaluated from the difference of the mean values between groups.
Statistical analysis was performed by means of the nonparametric two-tailed Wilcoxon
signed-rank test for estimation of significance across each group. Linear regression was used
to model the outcome of BMI on HRV and PSD measures. Data are presented as mean ± S.D.
and a probability level of p < 0.05 was considered significant.
RESULTS
Drinking 100 ml of functional coherent water did result in a small change and increase in
arterial systolic blood pressure at 20 minutes (p = 0.027) and 25 minutes (p = 0.031) and in
diastolic blood pressure at 20 minutes (p = 0.038) post-drinking (Figure 1). Notably, the
invariance between the two blood pressure curves was characterized as a straight horizontal
line between 10 and 60 minutes. Mean baseline (between 10 and 60 min) systolic (119.4 ±
1.3 mmHg) and diastolic blood pressures (75.8 ± 0.9 mmHg) were slightly but significantly
lower after ingestion of functional coherent water; systolic 121.5 ± 0.9 (p < 0.001) and
diastolic blood pressure 77.2 ± 0.9 mmHg (p < 0.001).
Consumption of 100 ml control mineral water did affect two of the time domain ECG
parameters, while ingestion of functional coherent mineral water affected two additional PSD
parameters (Table 1). A significant fall in heart rate of controls (p = 0.016) and experimental
subjects (p = 0.002) accompanied a concomitant increase in RR interval between heart beats
of controls (p = 0.021) and experimental subjects (< 0.001). A significant increase in total
power (p = 0.013) and the VLF power band (p = 0.013) indicated that functional coherent
mineral water may influence stimulation of afferent sensory neurons in the heart. The
percentage of the ratio of the VLF to total power revealed a very clear shift from a VLFdiscriminated condition after the ingestion of control mineral water (46.9 % to 38.6 %) to an
opposed and stimulating self-regulative and self-sustainable response caused by functional
coherent mineral water (45.6 % to 50.5 %).
Fourier analysis of the mean value (all 15 participants) of the mean difference of VLF
signals between control mineral water (CMW) minus control 1 (before intake of CMW) and
functional coherent mineral water (FCMW) minus control 2 (before intake of FCMW) are
shown in Figure 2. The main difference between the two curves is the dominant peak around
0.003 Hz after ingestion of functional mineral water (right curve). The distribution of low
VLF signals
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B

Figure 1. Systolic (A) and diastolic blood pressure (B) in healthy subjects following
ingestion of control mineral water (CMW) or functional coherent mineral water (FCMW)
(*A 20 min p = 0.027; 25 min p = 0.031; *B 20 min p = 0.038).
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Figure 2. Fourier analysis of VLF signals from 15 min ECG measurements, following
ingestion of control mineral water (CMW) (left curve) and functional coherent mineral water
(FCMW)(right curve). The recording is the mean value (of all 15 participants) of the mean
difference between CMW - Control 1 or FCMW - Control 2, respectively. The main
difference between CMW and FCMW is the VLF peak around 0.003 Hz (right curve).
(0.98–7.82 mHz) revealed (Figure 3) that intake of control mineral water compared to control
1 values generated generally higher VLF amplitudes with the maximum peak at 1.95 mHz (λ
= 8.55 min). Ingestion of functional coherent mineral water showed a shift towards
stimulation of VLF signals with higher maximum frequencies at 5.58 mHz (λ = 2.99 min)
and 7.82 mHz (λ = 2.13 min). Control 2 values showed a peak at 2.93 mHz (λ = 5.69 min).
The results indicate that drinking functional coherent mineral water stimulated a shift of VLF
signals towards higher frequencies and increased coherent energy with a proposed biological
impact, which could support the idea that control mineral and functional coherent mineral
water act on cardiovascular regulation by means of activation of different signals within the
VLF power band.
The mono and multifractal scaling relationship of the heart interbeat interval time series
after ingestion of functional coherent mineral water (Table 1) demonstrated fractal scaling,
with the mono scaling exponent DFA significantly increased (p = 0.044) compared to the
control mineral water with a lowered DFA, which indicated that interbeat signals are
characterized by high persistence or long-term memory. From the multifractal analysis, the
multifractal scaling exponent Δα was significantly increased (p = 0.028), which indicated a
non-uniform clustering structure of the sequences. Relative to control mineral water, the
higher Δα in functional coherent water shows that the variation of interbeat intervals is larger
and that the multifractality is stronger.
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1.219 ± 0.197

0.87 ± 0.14
1.312 ± 0.287

356 ± 604
26.8 ± 11.8
63.1 ± 15.9
3.1 ± 2.3

569 ± 572

a

2566 ± 2608

61.0 ± 8.1
1000 ± 139
90.5 ± 45.8
72.2 ± 51.0

0.024 ± 0.398

1.210 ± 0.157

0.91 ± 0.11
1.426 ± 0.317

324 ± 396
26.6 ± 7.8
60.5 ± 11.5
2.5 ± 1.1

787 ± 921

0.113 ± 0.418

-0.004 ± 0.281

0.036 ± 0.123
0.087 ± 0.260

-32.5 ± 237
-0.1 ± 12.2
-2.6 ± 18.1
-0.6 ± 2.4

218 ± 542

Differences in each group across treatments was made by non parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test. W, positive sum of signed ranks and T, negative sum of signed ranks are not shown in the Table.

NS

NS

NS
NS

NS
NS
NS
NS

NS

0.013 403 ± 549

0.013 574 ± 781

-2.5 ± 2.6
36.9 ± 34.1
3.4 ± 33.0
3.4 ± 19.3

difference

0.025

NS

0.044
0.028

NS
NS
NS
NS

NS

NS

NS

NS
NS
NS
NS

Difference FW-Control 2 p
Mean ± SD

DFA equals detrended fluctuation anlysis, and multifractal detrended fluctuation analysis; where Δα is the width, Δƒ is fractal dimension and B is the degree of fine or coarse looking structure of multifractal
spectrum.
RR, interbeat intervals; SDNN, standard deviation (SD) of normal-to-normal beats; RMSSD, square root of mean squared differences of successive NN intervals; NS, not significant.
ᶧ Percentage VLF/Total power.

c

b

Control mineral water was conditioned by the topological FOL for 24 h.

a

b

0.002
<0.001
NS
NS

Functional coherent water (FW) p
Mean ± SD

908 ± 892 (45.6 %)ᶧ 1311 ± 1334 (50.5 %)ᶧ

1992 ± 2210

63.9 ± 9.0
963 ± 147
87.0 ± 59.4
68.8 ± 62.7

Difference MW-Control 1 Control 2
Mean ± SD
Mean ± SD

Values are the mean ± SD for each ECG parameter as compared between groups after consumption of 100 ml of control mineral water or functional coherent mineral water.

B

c

Δƒ

c

Δα

c

DFA

c

High frequencies (ms /Hz)
High frequency norm (%)
Low frequency norm (%)
LF/HF

2

Low frequencies (ms /Hz)

2

Very low frequencies (ms /Hz) 804 ± 893 (46.9 %)ᶧ 865 ± 733 (38.6 %)ᶧ NS

2

65.6 ± 9.1
931 ± 130
69.7 ± 29.2
52.8 ± 31.9

Heart rate (bpm)
RR (ms)
SDNN (ms)
RMSSD (ms)

2

Control 1
Mean ± SD

ECG parameter

Table 1. Mean values of time, power spectral density and mono and multifractal scaling parameters obtained from 15 min ECGs in 15 healthy volunteers
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Figure 3. Distribution of low VLF signals obtained from Fourier analysis of VLF frequency
spectrum (0,98-7,82 mHz) (Figure 2). The main frequency peaks represent VLF oscillations in control
experiments 1 (C1) and 2 (C2), and after ingestion of control mineral water (CMW) or functional
coherent mineral water (FCMW).

The larger the Δα value, the richer the signal in the structure. A larger B value (positive) for
functional coherent mineral water indicated a left-skewed multifractal spectrum shape and a
relative dominance of lower fractal exponents corresponding to a more smooth-looking
structure. The lower B value (negative) for control mineral water indicated a rougher
structure of a less multifractal scaling spectrum. No correlation between BMI and time or
frequency domain and mono or multifractal scaling parameters could be identified, indicating
that the effect of control mineral and functional coherent mineral water were independent of
the variation in body mass index (BMI) (data not shown).
Drinking control mineral water revealed that the mean plasma concentration of salivary
IgA was significantly lower (p = 0.018) opposed to the unaffected plasma concentration after
ingestion of functional coherent mineral water (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Unstimulated salivary concentration of immunoglobulin A (IgA) in Functional coherent
mineral water in relation to control mineral water values (**p = 0.018). White bars represent results
before experiment and the black bars represent results in subjects after drinking control or functional
coherent mineral water.
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DISCUSSION
This study assessed the effect of drinking functional coherent mineral water on
cardiovascular time and frequency domain, and mono and multifractal parameters with
reflexive response on blood pressure and mucosal humoral immunity. The primary finding,
besides an expected bradycardial regulative response in healthy subjects, was a significantly
larger total power of the heart with concomitant increasing effect on 2–3 minute oscillations
of the VLF power band, indicating alteration in the heartʼs intrinsic cardiac rhythm that is
considered fundamental to health and wellbeing [32]. The intrinsic regulation in VLFinduced HRV was strongly coordinated to mono and multifractal scaling of heart rate
dynamics, which defines self-regulative non-local adaptability with higher capacity to
respond to unpredictable stimuli and stresses, a characteristic of a healthy autonomic function
[2]. The result of the current study adds new information to the results of our previous
findings. Firstly, the beneficial effect of intake of functional mineral water on a rapid
parasympathetic restorative response, stimulated mucosal humoral immunity and a proposed
self-regulative stabilization of blood pressure [46]. Secondly, the humidifying effect of
indoor greenery irrigated with vortex-water, which improved a vagus-induced sympathovagal
balance on the heart in healthy volunteers exposed to ordinary EMFs in visual display
terminal (VDT) work [57].
The small but significant change in blood pressure in healthy subjects 20–25 minutes
post-drinking was unexpected, due to the small volume of ingested water. Previous studies in
young and mixed aged humans [46, 77], contrary to older [78] healthy humans, have shown
no effects on blood pressure after ingestion of water volumes up to 500 ml. Normally, when a
pressor effect is observed in e.g. patients with autonomic failure, the response was evident
within five minutes after drinking started, reached a maximum after 20 to 35 minutes, and
was sustained for more than 60 minutes [78]. In our previous study after intake of functional
mineral water [46], the distinct difference in curve shape between control mineral water with
a non-significant increase in systolic and diastolic blood pressure between 10–20 minutes
post-drinking accompanied a higher mean level different from baseline between 25 to 60
minutes. The straight horizontal line from the start of drinking to 60 minutes post-drinking
suggested a stabilizing effect on normal blood pressure. Accordingly, in the present study,
drinking functional coherent mineral water resulted in a higher consistent mean difference in
curve shape from the baseline, indicating a steady arterial systolic and diastolic blood
pressure. The impact of fractal scaling along with distinct classes of non-linear interactions
reveals that fractal self-regulation appears to underlie important aspects of cardiac VLFinfluence of endogeneous blood pressure rhythms on the heart, which might have
considerable predictive value for health outcomes [79, 80].
The defined change in HRV implied the VLF rhythm is a specified intrinsic sympathetic
oscillation modulated by nonlocal and nonlinear fractal signal processing [2], which is also
involved with thermal, metabolic rate, hormonal, and visceral regulation [61], in addition to
cardiac-related activity [81]. Since the VLF frequency band is sensitive to ruminative or
worrisome thoughts frequently observed in many psychophysiological disorders, the signal
has been considered a potentially powerful tool for autonomic regulation. When
physiological activity was reflected to the patient in a self-management program, VLF
rhythms served as an indicator of the patientʼs attempt to achieve a calm and peaceful internal
state [61]. In the presence of an EMF, the influence of higher VLF signals indicated a
distortion in ordinary long-term heart cycles of an extended biological duration, possibly
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affecting and inducing a long-term hormonal response to external stressors—thereby
optimizing individual coping ability and the perception of control [26]. It has been proposed
that the long-term cycles of the VLF frequency band originates from self-oscillations in the
vasomotor part of the baroreflex loop of the heart and in heart transplant recipients without
autonomic innervation. The heart has very little activity in the VLF region, indicating that the
majority of the activity in this band is due to autonomic influence [26, 82].
In our previous study [57] with gaseous vortex water transpired from indoor greenery
improving a vagus-induced sympathovagal balance on the heart at an external EMF load, it
was concluded that the EMF contributed to the increase in VLF signals. At exposure to
natural plant and water stimuli, a reduction in VLF power indicated that the natural cues
actually affected involuntary responses to EMF-induced distortion in PSD regulation, and
only active plants induced qualities in air conditions equal to those of the control experiment
before the EMF load was applied. Additionally, the present discussion proposes that active
water could be a tentative mediator of a long-range coherent consistent force acting at a
distance of approximately 1 m between test subject and active plant. The temporary shielding
effect on the distant force observed with the presence of the control plant, notwithstanding
the fact that a consistent coherent space around the experimental set-up was regained when
the control plant was removed, indicates that non-local coherent oscillations were amplified
by the coherent oscillations of active water, strengthening the consistency and influence of
non-local coherent oscillations on the VLF rhythms of the heart.
The influence from the background non-local low VLF could be related to the fact that in
order to load energy in the water CDs, a resonating magnetic field is needed [42]. In higher
organisms, such as humans, these fields can be induced by the nervous system. In elementary
organisms, such as bacteria or yeast cells and physiological liquids, i.e. water, environmental
fields, like geomagnetic fields can serve as the inducer [42, 81, 84]. These modes act as
stationary fields produced by the magnetic activity occurring in the shell whose boundaries
are the surface of the earth-conductive ionosphere resonant cavity, which acts as a mirror
wall for VLF and Alfvén waves [83]. Aqueous solutions of bicarbonates, superoxide radicals,
and other ROS, when excited, show variations in energy emitting activity that have been
found to correlate with fluctuations in the geomagnetic field [84]. Accordingly, bacterial and
viral DNA sequences have been found to induce low-frequency EMFs in high aqueous
dilutions [82]. The formation of condensed DNA copies was triggered by the ambient
geomagnetic EMF background of VLFs related to the Schaumann resonances (SR),
specifically the 7.8 Hz band. In humans, physiological rhythms and global collective
behaviours are not only synchronized with solar and geomagnetic activity, but disruptions in
these fields can also invoke adverse effects upon human health and behavior [83]. It is well
established that the resonant frequencies of geomagnetic Ultra Low Frequencies (ULF)
(0.006–0.2 Hz) overlap closely with the frequencies of the cardiovascular system (0.002 Hz–
0.2 Hz), while SR (7.8–51 Hz) directly overlap with those waves of the human brain (Theta
4–7 Hz, Alpha 8–12 Hz, Beta 12–30 Hz, and Gamma 30–100 Hz). It is expected that
variations in intensity in these fields have a strong correlation with changes in HRV indices,
especially with changes in the VLF rhythms of HRV [84]. Based on these observations, the
outcome of experimental observations from indoor greenery [57], and the constitution of a
fractal quantum dissipative state of functional coherent mineral water [51], the result of the
present study implies this water state a plausible amplifier of extending VLF signals
compliant with those of a ULF with an enhanced dominating impact on specifically 2–3
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minutes (5.6–7.8 mHz) long-range VLF rhythms of the heart, and different from the local
effect of control mineral water on particularly 6–9 minutes (2.9–3.9 mHz) VLF signals,
which includes a generic restrainment of the entire VLF band.
The specific induction of non-local VLF power after ingestion of functional coherent
mineral water reveals the presence of long-range, power law correlations, as a part of mono
and multifractal correlates operating over a wide range of time scales [2]. These scaling
properties imply that the non-linear regulatory systems are operating far from equilibrium,
and that the specifically induced VLF rhythms are imperative in regulation of fractal
dynamics of long-term heart oscillations [32]. As a test of whether heartbeat time series
exhibit fractal behavior and to elucidate their correlation properties, the DFA algorithm can
be applied on long-term heart rate recordings. For a healthy condition the DFA shows a
scaling behavior with exponent α equal to 1.0, indicative of long-range correlations extending
to a huge number of heartbeats. The data on the experimental group shows a growing DFA
value (Table 1) consistent with improved long-range correlations with high persistence after
drinking functional coherent mineral water. In contrast, the control DFA value confirmed a
loss of fractal correlation properties. The strong persistence signifies that heartbeat variations
from small time intervals to larger ones are positively correlated in a power-law fashion. This
implies that the long-term memory should be considered in the trend prediction of fractal
heart rate dynamics as an important factor [2].
In contrast to monofractals (DFA) characterized by only one singularity exponent
throughout the entire signal, multifractals require a larger, and theoretically infinite, number
of indices to characterize their scaling properties [85]. The multifractal curve follows a
hyperbole shape, where the width of the spectrum graph, Δα, indicates a non-uniform
clustering structure of the heartbeat sequences. The larger Δα (Difference FW‒Control 2)
after ingestion of functional coherent mineral water shows that the variation of heartbeats was
larger and the multifractality was stronger (Table 1). The larger the Δα, the richer the signal
in its structure. No change in the fractal dimension, Δƒ (Difference FW‒Control 2 related to
Difference MW‒Control 1), between the two tests indicates that the probability of the
heartbeat values lying at the lowest site was equal to those of the highest site. The larger B
value (positive) for functional coherent mineral water, indicates a left skewed multifractal
spectrum shape and a relative dominance of lower fractal components corresponding to more
smooth-looking fractal structures. The left-skewed symmetry of parameter B makes fractal
heart rate fluctuations attractive and offers multiple interactive combinatory coherent
oscillations on small scales. The differences between the two multifractal spectrums can be
explained by the fact that intake of control mineral water, may induce a heterogeneous
disordered state characterized by distorted structural dynamics owing to the absence of fractal
long-range ordering, while the opposite capability of the coherent conditions of the ordered
mineral water state is characterized by a dynamical change from disordering towards
coherence. This implies that the change and difference of heartbeat multifractal parameters
induced by functional coherent water should be considered in the application and
recommendation of functional coherent water in overall promotion of health [2]. The defining
feature of a healthy function is its adaptability, the capacity to respond to unpredicted stimuli
and stresses, where the fractal non-local correlations serve as a self-organizing mechanism
for highly complex processes in the heart’s intrinsic cardiac nervous system that generate
fluctuations across a wide range of time scales [2, 32]. The absence of adaptive dynamics of a
fractal state and long-term regulatory mechanism prevents appearance of highly ordered
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periodic behaviors, which would greatly delimit functional responsiveness [2]. The loss of
fractal correlations and the appearance of a scale-free system accompany a dominant nonadaptive physiological mode that is observed in many pathologies [86, 87].
The nervous system reflexively regulates the immune system in real time in accordance
with the cardiovascular response, blood pressure, respiration, and other vital functions [88].
The modulation of the immune response, a cardioprotective effect on the heart [89], and
promotion of energy conservation by maintaining the heart rate lower than the intrinsic effect
on heart rate [89] involves parasympathetic activation of afferent vagus nerve fibre [90]. Our
previous observation supported a proposed parasympathetic mediated self-regulative
stabilization of blood pressure by functional water, accompanying a protective advantage of
mucosal humoral immunity by the increase in secretory IgA in saliva [46]. However, in the
present study the sympathetic VLF influence on a temporally and marginally time-limited
increase in blood pressure, and the consistency of a steady difference in blood pressure curve
shape from baseline, with a densified stabilized secretory IgA on mucosal surfaces conforms
partly with the double vagal-sympathetic response hypothesis [91]. The mechanism behind
this response suggests that the sympathetic pressor effect evoked by the intake of water raised
an immediate counterbalanced cardiac vagal activity, which promotes a bradycardial effect
[75, 76, 92, 93]. From our current observations, the bradycardial response on consumption of
functional coherent mineral water was proposed as elicited from a non-local and fractal
organized modulation of the 2–3 minute VLF rhythm on the heart, offering a preventive and
stabilizing effect on blood pressure with an additional densified protection against mucosal
pathogenic colonization. Importantly, to keep autonomic balance a healthy system is
constantly and dynamically changing [2]. Therefore, an important indicator of the status of
health of the regulatory systems is the capacity to respond to and adjust the relative
autonomic balance, e.g. the heart rate, to the appropriate state for the context the individual is
engaged in at any given moment [32]. Consequently, the dynamic bradycardial regulatory
response accompanying the 2–3 minute induced VLF rhythm identified a reflexively intrinsic
and non-local originated ability of the physiological self-regulatory system to maintain the
relative balance between the sympathetic and parasympathetic systems independent of
sympathetic or parasympathetic controls or the autonomic balance between these controls as
indexed by different measures of HRV [94]. The rise in normal 2–3 minute VLF power
obtained in a restful sitting position appears to indicate a self-sustained and promoting
healthy function. Accordingly, the apparent shift from local longer (6‒9 minute) to non-local
shorter (2‒3 minute) VLF rhythms strengthens a self-oscillatory global sympathetic outflow
from the heart’s intrinsic activity, where the VLF induced change in beat-to-beat fluctuations
of the heart regulate an adaptive, minor and steady rise in blood pressure [32].
The quantum properties of the functional coherent state of mineral water [51] at ambient
temperature and pressure conditions relates to the quantum electrodynamic (QED) field
theory [37], as evoked by the interaction between the high entropy photons of incident
ordinary daylight passing the high symmetry FOL raster space. According to the theory of
dissipative systems’ ability to self-regulate [16], it was implied that the exchange of energy
and entropy with the environment relied on the fact that the absorption of spatially selforganized low entropy photons of incident conditioned sunlight into high grade energy with
low entropy displaces the equilibrium towards a dominance of coherent water CDs. Likewise, the CDs of functional coherent mineral water were characterized by a distinctive
configurative coherent aqueous state with a fractal scaling low-entropy relationship in
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radiative temperature fluctuations that maintained a self-organized structural adaptation
irrespective of ambient temperature [51]. When energy from the quantum field was captured
by the incident photons, they were self-trapped and turned into an excited state of coherent
photons oscillating in phase with the quantum EMF [37]. At this point, the Lamb-like shift, a
critical number of coherent water molecules are tuned together and are enclosed within the
CDs, where a phase transition occurs [37]. The coherent oscillations of the molecules in the
CDs no longer require any external supply of energy. It is stabilized and self-organized on all
scale levels, which in the coherent state of mineral water was identical to a strong power law
relationship in the fractal scaling boundary of thermal IR emission flickering, characterized
by high persistence, and the existence of CDs that enable a reservoir of quasi-free electrons
[51].
CDs are spontaneous receptors of weak non-local EMF signals [37]. Water molecules
become structurally clustered, not only attracting adjacent water molecules but also other
guest molecules able to resonate with the same frequency [4]. With a further increase in
density, the CDs become a net exporter of energy because the self-stabilized coherent state
has a lower energy (12.06 eV), than the ionization threshold of an ordinary water state (12.60
eV) [37]. Such coherent CDs contain millions of a low entropy state of non-local clustered
water molecules, and a non-vanishing probability of having an infinite number of quasi-free
electrons that can be donated readily to electron-acceptor systems. The quasi-free electrons,
considered as the most significant property of a quantum coherent system, form frictionless
vortices with an extremely long lifespan [5], lasting for days or weeks depending on a selfregulated magnetic moment that aligns coherent intrinsic and external vortices that cannot
degrade thermally. In view of the novel observation in functional coherent mineral water of a
VLF mediated oscillation with non-local origin, the significant decrease in heart rate,
independent of changes in respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) accompanied by an
approximate decline (4.5-% related to the control 2.6-%) in intermediary aerobic
mitochondrial metabolism and in the production of biological energy (i.e. adenosine
triphosphate, ATP), the CDs can be a candidate in a proposed mimic role of an enzyme
functioning as a source of highly excited electrons [37]. Hypothetically, in their excited
coherent phase the CDs could act as a donator of excited electrons or catalyse an excitation to
a fairly low activation energy to free them to be able take part in the mitochondrial electron
transfer at just the activation energy of a specific enzyme corresponding exactly with the
excitation energy of the relevant coherent state of clustering CDs [37]. Interestingly, a recent
study has shown that drinking 500 ml of ordinary water enhanced metabolic rate by 30-%
mainly fuelled by the oxidation of lipids in men and carbohydrates in women [96]. The
thermogenic effect of ordinary water was suggested as linked to sympathetic activation.
In our previous study of healthy subjects drinking functional water, the change towards a
restorative cardiac vagal HRV [46], which also may involve frequencies in the 0.1 Hz region,
referred to as cardiac coherence [8], was reflected in a healthy adaptability and an inherent
self-regulatory capacity and resiliency [8–12]. This finding that consumption of liquid
functional water was likely to involve a condition of autonomic resonance [33] and a net
sympathovagal activity on the heart, contributed to new information that high-density
coherent qualities of body water participated in the regulation of cardiovascular functioning.
Since the functional quality of mineral water was generated from a three-dimensional
geometrical field raster space with a path-curve form of an interlocked vortex [97, 98], in
terms of optics, while uniformly passing through space the radiation undergoes
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rearrangement and transforms into a non-linear series of wave structures with fractal
ordering. This low entropy state of highly ordered photons, assumed to generate coherent
EMF oscillations in water in the LF frequency region around 0.1 Hz, was proposed as acting
as a non-local resonating amplifier of intrinsic cardiac coherent oscillations. A concomitant
influence on the processing of coherent oscillatory information, as well as non-local
functioning of liquid functional water or conditioned air from indoor greenery [57], is likely.
Considering the VLF coupled multifractal cardiac properties obtained from drinking
functional coherent mineral water, the high symmetry state of the path-curve form generated
from a two-dimensional FOL gains encoded information of physical matter in threedimensional space [98]. A counter-acting spherical force of two vortices flowing in opposite
directions reconstructs a higher state of spatial symmetry of incident photons of ordinary light
at different frequencies that are organized virtually according to fractal wave dynamics in
space passing the geometry. Self-trapped higher symmetry state photons captured by water
CDs may oscillate in resonance with collective coherent electron vortices and molecular
rhythms within the excited CDs [4]. In the ordered coherent water state, an incremental
oscillatory change in a dynamic concentric temperature gradient aligns with formation of two
interlocking vortices flowing in opposite directions with a slight difference in thermal IR
temperature between the two gradient path-curve forms [51]. Accumulated, condensed and
structurally ordered energy distributed into several concentric temperature zones of the two
interlocking vortices were aligned with a broadening temperature interval towards lowered
temperatures in the segments with most ordered CDs.
To get a collective performance of water CDs, which can give rise to resonance with
intrinsic heart VLF rhythms, would require a uniform rate of energy loading from, e.g., a
magnetic field for all the involved CDs [42]. A plausible interaction with geomagnetic ULF
can affect the human cardiovascular system, because several ULFs are in a comparable range
with those of the human heartbeat and its rhythms [99]. The external non-local background
load of conditioned EMF photons in water CDs in resonance with, e.g., the frequency of ULF
geomagnetic field pulsations that can be biotropic [100], specifically, stable continuous
pulsations (Pulsations continuous; Pc). According to Class Pc4 (time period 45–150 sec) or
Pc5 (time period 150–600 sec) [101], may contribute to the rise in cardiac intrinsic 2–3
minute VLF rhythms [82]. This observation adds partly new information that VLF rhythms
obtained from two-dimensional path-curves represent a strengthening of healthy multifractal
heart rate dynamics [2] strongly correlating with non-local self-regulation mechanisms
underlying the fact that the VLF rhythm is the primary source of this rhythm within the heart
itself [32]. Additionally, assessing the regulatory autonomic capacity of functional mineral
water, three-dimensional path-curve forms obtained from non-local ordering of conditioned
mineral water [46] or air from indoor greenery [57] appear to represent an index of vagally
mediated improved HRV, which induce auto-coherent heart rhythms typically amplifying
signals in the LF-region around 0.1 Hz. Future studies will be designed on 24-hour HRV
recordings to elucidate how different high symmetry two and three-dimensional path-curve
forms can oscillate in resonance with quantum fluctuations or geomagnetic continuous ULF
pulsations in order to be important biotropic agents of the geomagnetic background influence
on cardiac regulatory ULF and VLF rhythms, strongly associated with overall health status.
Moreover, the emergent impact on vagally induced HRV, particularly mid LF rhythms as an
index of emotional self-regulation and restoration and maintenance of metabolic energy
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resources, will be investigated in detail, to determine the mirror resonant characteristics
between high symmetry fractal path curve forms and non-local EMF frequencies.
CONCLUSION
In this study on healthy humans drinking functional coherent mineral water, a bradycardial
regulative response on heart rate was accompanied by a significant increase in the 2–3 minute
VLF band, reflecting a strengthening in mono and multifractal heart rate dynamics. These
results imply that the VLF rhythms of the heart are in fact stimulated after consumption of a
conditioned coherent water state, which entails a highly ordered and multifractal arrangement
of the molecular configuration of the physiological “body water” with an apparent non-local
EMF identity. Therefore, the change in energy expenditure may suggest that functional
coherent mineral water stimulates a more efficient metabolism, and that the energy can partly
be extracted directly from the coherent domains of ingested functional coherent mineral
water. The stabilized blood pressure response and a densified protection of mucosal surfaces
link with an involuntary emergent intrinsic autonomic response. The increase and change in
the VLF rhythm, which is produced by the heart itself, thereby act as a regulator of mono and
multifractal heart rate dynamics, which help restore autonomic regulative capacity, a
fundamental and profound indicator of the status of individual’s health and well-being.
List of abbreviations used: FCMW, functional coherent mineral water; CMW, control
mineral water; VLF, very low frequency; HRV, heart rate variability; ECGs,
electrocardiograms; HF, high frequency; LF, low-frequency; ULF, ultra low frequency
(ULF); ANS, autonomic nervous system; CDs, coherent domains; EMF, electromagnetic
field; ROS, reactive oxygen species; FOL, Fibonacci optical lattice; NRW, natural reductive
mineral water; EW, electrolysed water; HBA1c, glycated hemoglobin A1; DNA,
deoxyribonucleic acid; 8-OHdG, 8-hydroxy-2-deoxyguanosine; LDL, low density
lipoprotein; GOT, glutamic oxaloacetic acid transaminase; γ-GTP, γ-glutamyl transpeptidase;
PSD, power density parameters; IgA, Immunoglobulin A; BMI, Body mass index; ECG,
Electrocardiography; mean HRT, mean heart rate; mean NN, normal to normal heartbeats; 5minSDNN = SDNN, standard deviation of the normal to normal heartbeats; RMSSD, the
square root of the mean squared differences of successive N-N intervals; LF/HF, absolute LF
to absolute HF power; DFA, Detrended fluctuation analysis; VDT, visual display terminal;
VBA, Visual Basic for Applications; PET, polyethylene terephthalate; QED, quantum
electrodynamics; RSA, respiratory sinus arrhythmia; ATP, adenosine triphosphate
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